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in this ontext, leaving the preise de�nition and basi properties of intersetion loal time tothe next setion.An important role for the �ne geometry of fratal measures � is played by the behaviour, asr # 0, of the density funtions d' : r 7! �(B(x; r))'(r) ;where B(x; r) is the open ball entred in x of radius r and ' : (0; ")! (0;1) is a suitably hosengauge funtion. In most interesting ases there is no gauge funtion ' suh that the densityfuntion d'(r) onverges to a nonzero limit as r # 0 for all x on a set of positive measure. It is,however, of interest to �nd a gauge funtion  suh that lim supr#0 d (r) is positive and �nite,as this allows to ompare � to the  -Hausdor� measure. Similarly, a gauge funtion � suhthat lim infr#0 d�(r) is positive and �nite allows a omparison of � and the �-paking measure.See [JT86℄ for a survey of suh results and methods for measures � arising in the ontext ofstohasti proesses.The above results refer to the behaviour of �(B(x; r)) along ertain extreme sequenes rn # 0,whih asymptotially desribe the lower and upper hull of r ! �(B(x; r)). It is natural to tryand desribe the osillation between the lower and upper hull and also �nd a suitable averagevalue for �(B(x; r)). A �rst step in this diretion is the investigation of the average densitiesintrodued by Bedford and Fisher in [BF92℄, see also [KF97℄ for an introdution.For ertain fratal measures Bedford and Fisher observed that, although d'(r) does not onvergeto a nonnegative limit, it is possible to de�ne a generalized limit using lassial summationtehniques of Hardy and Riesz. This generalized limit de�nes an interesting parameter, whih islosely related to Mandelbrot's onept of fratal launarity (see e.g. [BM95℄). This parametermay be used to ompare the launarity of di�erent fratals with the same dimension gauge,see [LL94℄ or [KF97℄ for expliit alulations. Bedford and Fisher used logarithmi averaging oforder two to de�ne the average densities of order two of � at x aslim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" �(B(x; r))'(r) drr :For many fratal measures this limit was shown to exist for gauge funtions of the type '(r) = r�.Examples inlude Hausdor� measures on deterministi and random self{similar sets, mixingrepellers or oupation measures of stable proesses, see [BF92℄, [PZ94℄, [KF92℄ and [FX95℄. Weremark that average densities were also used to haraterize geometri regularity of sets, see[FS95℄, [JM96℄, [PM97℄, or symmetry properties of measures, see [M98a℄, [MP98℄.Our �rst result shows that for the intersetion loal time measure on the intersetion of twoBrownian paths in 3-spae an average density of order two may be de�ned using a gauge funtionof purely exponential type.Theorem 1.1 Suppose � is the intersetion loal time of two independent Brownian paths inIR3 started at arbitrary points and running for unit time. De�ne the gauge funtion '(r) = r.Then, with probability one, the average density of order two with respet to ' exists at �-almostevery x and we have lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" �(B(x; r))'(r) drr = 4� : (1)2



Remarks:� This result holds irrespetive of the hoie of the | �nite or in�nite | running times ofthe Brownian motions.� In the ase of oupation measure of a Brownian path in spae a similar behaviour isdesribed in [FX95℄.In the next theorem we show that for the intersetion loal time measure �p of p independentBrownian motions in the plane the behaviour of the average densities is di�erent from thebehaviour observed in the ases above, namely the average density of order two fails to existfor any gauge funtion. In this ase it is natural to use logarithmi averaging of higher order.Following [BF92℄ we de�ne the average density of order three at x bylim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" �p(B(x; r))'p(r) drr log(1=r) :There is a hierarhy in the notions of average densities: The existene of average densities oforder two implies the existene of average densities of order three with the same value, see e.g.[BF92℄. With the hoie of a gauge funtion 'p(r) involving a logarithmi orretion we get apositive onvergene result for the average densities of order three.Theorem 1.2 Suppose �p is the intersetion loal time of p independent Brownian paths in IR2started at arbitrary points and running for unit time. Then, with probability one,(a) for every gauge funtion at �p-almost every x the average density of order two fails to exist,(b) for the gauge funtion 'p(r) = r2�[log(1=r)=�℄p the average density of order three withrespet to 'p exists at �p-almost every x and we havelim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" �p(B(x; r))'p(r) drr log(1=r) = 2p : (2)Remarks:� This result holds irrespetive of the hoie of the �nite running times of the Brownianmotions.� In the ase of oupation measure of a planar Brownian path a similar behaviour is de-sribed in [M98b℄.� A heuristi explanation for the non-existene of the order-two densities for �p is that thespetrum of the osillations of �p(B(x; r)) ontains smaller frequenies than in the aseof 3-spae, a fat whih is due to the longer range of dependene of the random variables�p(B(x; r)) in the planar ase.
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In order to get a �ner piture of the osillation of �(B(x; r)) around r and �p(B(x; r)) aroundr2�[log(1=r)=�℄p we study, for �xed Brownian paths, the distributions of �(B(x; r))='(r) for anatural random hoie of r. This leads us to the notion of launarity distributions, or densitydistributions, due also to [BF92℄. For a �xed measure � the launarity distribution of order nof � at x is the asymptoti distribution as T !1 of�(B(x; 1= exp(n)(X)))'(1= exp(n)(X)) ;where X is uniformly distributed on (0; T ) and exp(n) denotes the nth iterate of the exponentialfuntion. A simple substitution on�rms that the launarity distributions of order two are thelimit distributions as " # 0 of 1log(1=") Z 1" Æfd'(r)g drr ;and the launarity distributions of order three are the limits of1log log(1=") Z 1=e" Æfd'(r)g drr log(1=r) ;where Æfag stands for the point mass in a. A straightforward modi�ation of the proof ofTheorem 1.1 shows that for the intersetion loal time measure in 3-spae, with probabilityone, the launarity distribution of order two with respet to '(r) = r exists at �-almost everyx and equals the distribution of the total intersetion loal time of two independent two-sidedBrownian motions in the unit ball. In the planar ase we get a more interesting result.Theorem 1.3 Suppose �p is the intersetion loal time of p independent Brownian paths in theplane started at arbitrary points and running for unit time. For the gauge funtion 'p(r) =r2�[log(1=r)=�℄p the launarity distribution of order three exists at �p-almost every x and equalsthe distribution of the produt of p independently with parameter two gamma distributed randomvariables. More expliitly,lim"#0 1log(log(1=")) Z 1=e" Æn�p(B(x;r))'p(r) o drr log(1=r) = Z 10 � � � Z 10 Æfa1���apg pYi=1 ai e�ai dai : (3)Remarks:� The orresponding result for the ase of oupation measure was obtained in [M98b℄.� As in Theorem 1.2(a) it may be shown that for the intersetion loal time measure in theplane, with probability one, the launarity distribution of order two fails to exist.� Our theorem shows that, for almost every x, the density funtion r ! �p(B(x; r)) os-illates around the gauge funtions 'p(r) in suh a way that for \most" sales the ratio�p(B(x; r))='p(r) is bounded away from 0 and1 and hene this gauge funtion desribesthe typial behaviour of �p(B(x; r)). To make this more expliit reall the de�nition of log-arithmi densities. The logarithmi density of order two, resp. three, of a set N � (0;1)is the value of the limitlim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" 1N (r) drr , resp. lim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" 1N (r) drr log(1=r) ;4



if it exists. For the intersetion loal time of two independent Brownian paths in IR3, withprobability one, for every " > 0 there are 0 <  < C <1 suh that, for �-almost every x,we have  � r < �(B(x; r)) < C � rfor all r outside a set N of logarithmi density of order two smaller than ". For theintersetion loal time of p independent Brownian paths in the plane, with probabilityone, for every " > 0 there are 0 <  < C <1 suh that, for �-almost every x, we have � r2(log(1=r))p < �p(B(x; r)) < C � r2(log(1=r))pfor all r outside a set N of logarithmi density of order three smaller than ". Thesestatements are immediate from the existene of the launarity distributions upon reallingProhorov's Theorem: Weak ompatness of a family of probability distributions impliesuniform tightness of the family.� The gauge funtions '(r) = r and '(r) = r2(log(1=r))p in the previous remark should beompared to the gauge funtions governing the limsup-behaviour of the density funtions(and thus the dimension gauge) obtained by Le Gall [LG87℄. These are in the ase of twoBrownian motions in spae  (r) = r � [log log(1=r)℄2and in the ase of p Brownian motions in the plane p(r) = r2 � [log(1=r) log log log(1=r)℄p :The gauge funtions for the liminf-behaviour seem to be unknown for p > 1, see Setion 6.The idea ommon to the proofs of our theorems is to redue the problem �rst to the study ofthe intersetion loal time of independent Brownian paths at a ommon starting point, say theorigin. To do this we introdue a Palm distribution assoiated with the intersetion loal time| a tehnique suitable for the study of intersetion loal time in all dimensions. The problemat the origin is then dealt with by means of the ergodi saling ow, in the ase of Brownianpaths in spae, and by means of an approximation of the intersetion loal times by rossingnumbers in the ase of planar paths. Some of these methods have been used in [M98b℄ in thease of oupation measures, but we believe that the full strength of these methods, in partiularthe Palm distribution tehnique, beomes only apparent in the study of the more ompliatedintersetion loal times.The paper is organized as follows: In the next setion we give a preise de�nition and ollet somefats about intersetion loal times. In Setion 3 we introdue the Palm distribution assoiatedwith the intersetion loal time. The following setion ontains the proofs of our theorems inthe ase of Brownian paths in spae and in Setion 5 we treat the ase of Brownian paths in theplane. Setion 6 ontains some open questions.
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2 Intersetion loal time as anonial measure on the inter-setion of Brownian pathsWe onsider a family of p � 2 independent two-sided Brownian motions B1; : : : ; Bp in IRd withB10 = x1; : : : ; Bp0 = xp. LetCd = ff : IR! IRd; f is ontinuous and f(0) = 0g;equipped with the standardWiener measureW on the �{algebra B(Cd) generated by the ylindersubsets of Cd. We onveniently assume the motions to be the oordinate proesses on the spae
 = C
pd with F = B(Cd)
p and IP0 = W
p, so that for every vetor x = (x1; : : : ; xp) of initialpoints xi 2 IRd and ! = (!1; : : : ; !p) 2 
 the p independent Brownian motions in IRd with initialpoints xi are represented by x+ ! or, more preisely, Bis = xi + !i(s).For all time vetors S = (S1; : : : ; Sp) and T = (T1; : : : ; Tp) with �1 < Si < Ti < 1 we studythe setB1[S1; T1℄ \ � � � \Bp[Sp; Tp℄ = nz 2 IRd : z = B1t1 = � � � = Bptp for some ti 2 [Si; Ti℄oof intersetions of the Brownian paths. By lassial results of Dvoretzky, Erd�os, Kakutani andTaylor these intersetions are nonempty with positive probability if and only if either d = 2and p is arbitrary or d = 3 and p = 2. In these ases Dynkin [ED81℄ and Geman, Horowitzand Rosen [GH84℄ have onstruted anonial random measures �TS on this set. We follow theonstrution of [GH84℄, see also [LG86℄. There is a Borel set 
0 � 
 with IP0(
0) = 1, suhthat, for every ! 2 
0, every initial vetor x = (x1; : : : ; xd), and all S and T , there is a familyf�y : y 2 (IRd)p�1g of �nite measures �y = �y[x + !℄ on Qpi=1[Si; Ti℄ with the following twoproperties:(i) the mapping y 7! �y is ontinuous with respet to the vague topology on the spae M(IRp)of loally �nite measures on IRp,(ii) for all Borel funtions g : (IRd)p�1 ! [0;1℄ and f : Qpi=1[Si; Ti℄! [0;1℄,Z T1S1 � � � Z TpSp f(s1; : : : ; sp) g(B1s1 �B2s2 ; : : : ; Bp�1sp�1 �Bpsp) dsp : : : ds1 = Z g(y) Z fd�y dy :The above properties imply that(iii) �y is supported by the setn(s1; : : : ; sp) 2 pYi=1[Si; Ti℄ : B1s1 �B2s2 = y1; : : : ; Bp�1sp�1 �Bpsp = yp�1o ;(iv) for all Borel funtions f : Qpi=1[Si; Ti℄! [0;1℄,Z T1S1 � � � Z TpSp f(s1; : : : ; sp) dsp : : : ds1 = Z Z fd�y dy :6



Note that (iii) follows by hoosing in (ii) the funtion f to be ontinuous and g" to be anonnegative funtion supported by B(y; ") with R g"(x) dx = 1 and letting " ! 0. (iv) followsfrom (ii) by letting g � 1.By these properties the image measure �TS = �TS [x+!℄ of �0 under the mapping (t1; : : : ; tp)! B1t1is a �nite measure on the intersetions of the Brownian paths, whih we all the intersetionloal time of the p Brownian paths. We remark that many authors reserve the term intersetionloal time for the family f�yg.Properties (i) and (ii) imply that, for all y 2 (IRd)p�1 and f nonnegative and ontinuous, themapping ! ! R fd�y[! + x℄ may be de�ned as a limit of measurable mappings and hene themapping � : (
0;F \
0) �!M(IRp) ; ! 7! �y[! + x℄into the spae M(IRp) of loally �nite measures, with the Borel struture indued by the vaguetopology, is measurable. This also implies measurability of the mappingM : (
0;F \ 
0) �!M(IRd) ; ! 7! �TS [! + x℄ :Alternative haraterizations show that the intersetion loal time is indeed a anonial measureon the intersetion of the paths. For example, Le Gall has given a desription in terms of thevolume of Wiener sausages. Fix time vetors S and T and de�ne the Wiener sausage Si" asSi" = Si"(S; T )[x+ !℄ = ny 2 IR2 : inffjBis � yj : Si � s � Tig � "o : (4)De�ne a �nite measure �" on IRd, in the ase d = 3 and p = 2 by�"(A) = 1(2�")2 `3�S1" \ S2" \A� ; (5)and in the ase d = 2 by �"(A) = � log(1=")� �p `2�S1" \ � � � \ Sp" \A� : (6)Le Gall has shown in [LG86℄ that �TS an be haraterized byZ f d�TS = lim"#0 Z f d�" (7)for all f : IRd ! IR ontinuous and bounded, where onvergene holds in probability and in theLq-sense for any 1 � q <1. This implies that there is a sequene "n # 0 suh that �"n onvergesalmost surely to �TS on the spae M(IRd).The most interesting haraterization given by Le Gall in [LG87℄ shows that �TS may be de�nedintrinsially as a onstant multiple of the  -Hausdor� measure on the random set B1[S1; T1℄ \� � � \Bp[Sp; Tp℄, in the ase of two spatial Brownian motions for the gauge funtion (r) = r(log log(1=r))2and in the ase of p planar Brownian motions for p(r) = r2(log(1=r) log log log(1=r))p:Although we are not expliitly using this haraterization in our proofs, it is our main motivationfor studying intersetion loal times. 7



3 Palm distributions assoiated with intersetion loal timesIn this setion we suppose that either d = 2 and p � 2 is an arbitrary integer or d = 3 andp = 2. Here we refer to � = �[x + !℄ = �10[x + !℄ as the intersetion loal time measure of pindependent Brownian motions started at time 0 in arbitrary points x1; : : : ; xp and running forunit time.We now address the problem of reduing the investigation of the loal geometry of the inter-setion loal time measure at almost every point to an investigation of the intersetion loaltime measure at a single typial point. The main diÆulty in this redution lies in the fat thatthe typial tuples (t1; : : : ; tp) with B1t1 = � � � = Bptp annot be realized as stopping times andtherefore the strong Markov property annot be applied. We use the idea of Palm distributionsto overome this diÆulty. Palm distributions are also a ommon tool in other branhes ofprobability suh as queuing theory or point proesses, see [OK83℄ for a general referene and[UZ88℄, [PZ94℄, [MP98℄ for appliations in fratal geometry.De�nition: Denote by M(IRd) the Polish spae of all loally �nite Borel measures on IRdequipped with the vague topology and by `d the Lebesgue measure on IRd. A stationary quasi-distribution is a �-�nite measure Q on M(IRd) that is invariant with respet to the mapping T ugiven by T u�(A) = �(u+A). The intensity of Q is the number � = R �(B)Q(d�)=`d(B), whih,by stationarity, is independent of the hoie of a Borel set B of positive and �nite Lebesguemeasure. With every stationary quasi-distribution Q of �nite intensity � we assoiate the Palmdistribution P , whih is the probability distribution de�ned byP (M) = 1� � `2(B) Z ZB 1M (T u�) �(du)Q(d�) ; (8)for all Borel sets M � M(IRd). Note that, by stationarity, this de�nition does not depend onthe hoie of a Borel set B � IRd of positive and �nite Lebesgue measure. It is easy to see thatP is the unique probability distribution suh that� � Z Z G(�; u) duP (d�) = Z Z G(T u�; u) �(du)Q(d�) ; (9)for every measurable G :M(IRd)� IRd ! [0;1℄.Theorem 3.1 Suppose that either d = 2 and p � 2 is an arbitrary integer or d = 3 and p = 2.Denote,� for every x = (x1; : : : ; xp) with xi 2 IRd, by Px the probability distribution on M(IRd)de�ned by Px(M) = IP0(�[x + !℄ 2 M) for M � M(IRd) Borel, i.e. the distribution ofthe intersetion loal times � of p independent Brownian motions in IRd started in x andrunning for unit time,� by Q the �-�nite measure on M(IRd) given by Q(M) = R Px(M n f�g) dx for all Borel setsM �M(IRd), where � denotes the zero measure,� by P the probability distribution on M(IRd) de�ned byP (M) = Z 10 � � � Z 10 IP0(�T (y)S(y) [!℄ 2M) dy1 � � � dyp for M �M(IRd) Borel,8



where S(y) = (y1 � 1; : : : ; yp � 1) and T (y) = (y1; : : : ; yp). In other words, P is thedistribution of the intersetion loal times �T (Y )S(Y ) for an independent family Y1; : : : ; Yp ofuniformly distributed random variables on [0; 1℄, whih are independent of the Brownianmotions.Then P is the Palm distribution assoiated with Q.Proof: Let us �rst hek that Q is indeed �-�nite. For this purpose let Mn = f� 2 M(IRd) :�(B(0; n)) > 0g. Observe that M(IRd) = S1n=1Mn [ f�g and reall the de�nition of the Wienersausage from (4) to obtainQ(Mn) = Z IP0(�[x+ !℄(B(0; n)) > 0) dx � Z `d(S1n) IP0(d!)� `d(B(0; 1))IEn max0�s�1 j!1(s)j+ nod <1 :Hene Q is �-�nite. To show the Palm property of P �x a funtion G :M(IRd) � IRd ! [0;1℄.For u 2 IRd we simply write x+u for the vetor (x1+u; : : : ; xp+u). Observe that T u�[x+!℄ =�[x� u+ !℄. Hene,Z Z G�T u�; u� �(du)Q(d�)= Z Z h Z G��[x� u+ !℄; u��[x+ !℄(du)i IP0(d!) dx= Z Z h Z G��[x� x1 � !1(t1) + !℄; x1 + !1(t1)��0[x+ !℄(dt)i IP0(d!) dx :For (t1; : : : ; tp) 2 [Si; Ti℄p we write !(t) = (!1(t1); : : : ; !p(tp)). By property (iii) of the family�y, for every 1 � i � p and �0[x+ !℄-almost every t,x1 + !1(t1) = xi + !i(ti) ;and hene the last expression equalsZ Z h Z G��[! � !(t)℄; x1 + !1(t1)��0[x+ !℄(dt)i IP0(d!) dx :Observe that �y[x+ !℄ = �y(x)[!℄, wherey(x) = (y1 + x2 � x1; : : : ; yp�1 + xp � xp�1) :Hene we may substitute y = (x2�x1; : : : ; xp�xp�1) for (x2; : : : ; xp) and obtain, using Fubini'sTheorem and property (iv) of �y,Z Z h Z G��[! � !(t)℄; x1 + !1(t1)��0[x+ !℄(dt)i IP0(d!) dx= Z Z Z h Z G��[! � !(t)℄; x1 + !1(t1)��y[!℄(dt)i dy dx1 IP0(d!)= Z Z h Z 10 � � � Z 10 G��[! � !(s)℄; x1 + !1(s1)� dsp : : : ds1i dx1 IP0(d!) :9



Observe now that, for s1; : : : ; sp �xed, the distribution of the proess !i(t)�!i(si) and !i(t�si)under IP0 oinide. Hene the distribution of �[!�!(s)℄ and �T (y)S(y) oinide for yi = 1�si. Usingagain Fubini's Theorem and substitutions u = x1 + !1(s1) and yi = 1� si,Z Z h Z 10 � � � Z 10 G��[! � !(s)℄; x1 + !1(s1)� dsp : : : ds1i dx1 IP0(d!)= Z 10 � � � Z 10 Z h Z G��[! � !(s)℄; u� dui IP0(d!) dsp : : : ds1= Z 10 � � � Z 10 Z h Z G��T (y)S(y) [!℄; u� dui IP0(d!) dyp : : : dy1= Z Z G(�; u) duP (d�) :Altogether, we have shown thatZ Z G�T u�; u� �(du)Q(d�) = Z Z G(�; u) duP (d�) :Plugging G(�; u) = 1B(u) into this formula also gives� = 1`d(B) Z Z 1B(u) �(du)Q(d�) = 1`d(B) Z Z 1B(u) duP (d�) = 1 :Hene we have veri�ed formula (9), identifying P as the Palm distribution of Q.The Palm distribution P is the prinipal tool in the proof of the following theorem.Theorem 3.2 Consider a Borel set M �M(IRd)� IRd with the properties� if (�; x) 2M and there are � 2M(IRd) and " > 0 with � = � on B(x; "), then (�; x) 2M ,� if (�; x) 2M , then (T u�; x� u) 2M for all u 2 IRd.Suppose X = (X1; : : : ;Xp) is an arbitrary random vetor with Xi[!℄ < 0 and Y = (Y1; : : : ; Yp)is an arbitrary random vetor with Yi[!℄ > 0. Denote by ~�[!℄ the intersetion loal time withrespet to the time domain Qpi=1[Xi; Yi℄. Then the onditionIP0n! : (~�[!℄; 0) 2Mo > 0implies that, for every hoie x of initial points,Pxn� : (�; y) 2M for �-almost every point yo = 1 :We prepare the proof of this proposition by verifying a formula of Meke [JM67℄, see also [UZ88℄,whih haraterizes every Palm distribution P .Lemma 3.3 Let P be the Palm distribution assoiated with a stationary random measure Q of�nite intensity. Then, for every Borel funtion G :M(IRd)� IRd ! [0;1℄, we haveZ Z G(�; u) �(du)P (d�) = Z Z G(T u�;�u) �(du)P (d�) : (10)10



Proof: Using �rst (8) and then (9) we infer that, for every G :M(IRd)� IRd ! [0;1℄ Borel,Z Z G(T u�;�u) �(du)P (d�)= 1`d(B) Z ZBZ G(T v+u�;�u)T v�(du) �(dv)Q(d�)= 1`d(B) Z Z ZB G(T u�; v � u) �(dv) �(du)Q(d�)= 1`d(B) Z Z ZB�uG(T u�; v)T u�(dv) �(du)Q(d�)= 1`d(B) Z Z ZB�uG(�; v) �(dv) duP (d�)= Z Z G(�; u) �(du)P (d�) :Proof of Theorem 3.2: In the proof we onsider the produt spae 
1 = 
� [0; 1℄p endowedwith the produt measure IP1 = IP0 
 `p, where `p is the uniform distribution on [0; 1℄p andIP0 is as before. We denote the elements of 
1 by (!; y) and de�ne a family of p independentBrownian motions on our spae by Bis(!) = !i(s). A random measure �, whih is distributedaording to our Palm distribution P , and a random measure ~�, as in the theorem, are realizedon our spae 
1 as �[!; y℄ = �T (y)S(y) [!℄ and ~�[!℄ = �Y [!℄X[!℄[!℄ :For the �rst step, assume that IP0f! : (~�[!℄; 0) 2 Mg > 0. We note that, as the set f0g is apolar set for eah of our p independent Brownian paths, for every Æ > 0, there exists a (random)" > 0 suh that none of the !i intersets B(0; ") in the time interval (Æ; Yi[!℄) and (Xi[!℄;�Æ).As the ondition (~�[!℄; 0) 2 M depends only on the behaviour of the intersetion loal time inan arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the origin, we infer from Blumenthal's 01-law thatIP0n! : (~�[!℄; 0) 2Mo = 1 :By the same argument as above there is a random " > 0 suh that the random measures ~�[!; y℄and ~�[!℄ oinide on the ball B(0; ") and we infer thatIP1n(!; y) : (�[!; y℄; 0) 2Mo = 1 :As �[!; y℄ is Palm distributed we may apply (10) to the funtion G(�; u) = 1� 1M (�; u). Fromthe seond property of M we know that G(�; 0) = G(T u�;�u) = 0, for every u, and heneZ Z G(T u�;�u) �(du)P (d�) = Z Z G(�; 0) �(du)P (d�) = 0 :(10) implies that R R G(�; u) �(du)P (d�) = 0, i.e.Pn� : (�; u) 2M for �-almost every uo = 1: (11)11



We now distinguish two ases: In the �rst ase the given initial points x1; : : : ; xp oinide. Thenwe an obviously assume that this point is the origin. Let Æ > 0. We may hoose " > 0 so smallthat, with probability exeeding 1�Æ, the paths fB2t : �" � t � 0g and fB2t : 1�" � t � 1g donot hit the path EÆ := fB1t : Æ � t � 1� Æg. This event implies that around every u 2 EÆ thereis a small neighbourhood on whih the measures �[!; y℄ oinide for every value of y 2 [1�"; 1℄p.Reall that the event (�; u) 2 M depends only on the behaviour of � in an arbitrarily smallneighbourhood of u. From (11) and the independene of the yi and the Brownian motions !iwe thus infer that for the intersetion loal time � on the time interval [0; 1℄p we havePxn� : (�; u) 2M for �-almost all u 2 EÆo � 1� Æ :Letting Æ # 0 implies the statement in the �rst ase.In the ase that not all initial points are idential we may assume that x1 6= x2. We apply (8)and infer from (11) thatQ�n� : (�; u) 2M for �-almost all uo� = 0 :Hene the onlusion of the proposition holds for all initial vetors x = (x1; : : : ; xp) outsidea set N � IRdp of Lebesgue measure zero. We now �nd, for every Æ > 0, some " > 0 suhthat, with probability larger than 1 � Æ, the path fB1t : 0 � t � "g does not interset thepath fB2t : 0 � t � 1g. As Px-almost surely (B1" ; : : : ; Bp" ) 62 N , our onlusion holds for theintersetion loal time measure of the Brownian motions with respet to the interval ["; 1℄p,whih oinides with probability at least 1 � Æ with the intersetion loal time measure withrespet to the interval [0; 1℄p. As Æ > 0 was arbitrary, we infer thatPxn� : (�; y) 2M for �-almost every point yo = 1 ;as required to omplete the proof.Remarks:� In the remainder of this paper we shall apply Theorem 3.2 to the following Borel subsetsof M(IRd)� IRd.M2(a) = n(�; x) : lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" �(B(x; r))'(r) drr = ao ;M 2 = n(�; x) : lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" �(B(x; r))'(r) drr fails to existo ;M3(a) = n(�; x) : lim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" �(B(x; r))'(r) drr log(1=r) = ao ;L2() = n(�; x) : lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" Æn�(B(x;r))'(r) o drr = o ;L3() = n(�; x) : lim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" Æn�(B(x;r))'(r) o drr log(1=r) = o :12



� In the ase d = 3, p = 2 and x1 = x2 a more diret approah to the redution problem,whih is inspired by the tehnique of [LG92℄, is possible. We believe that this approah isalso related to the onept of Palm distributions, yet the preise nature of this relation isunlear. Any interested reader may infer to NR Shieh for a manusript on this approah.4 Proofs for intersetions of Brownian paths in spaeIn this setion we omplete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout the proof we will rely on thetransiene of Brownian motion in IR3. We may de�ne the last exit timesXi(r)[!℄ = infft � 0 : !i(t) 2 B(0; r)g and Yi(r)[!℄ = supft � 0 : !i(t) 2 B(0; r)g :We de�ne X(r) = (X1(r);X2(r)) and Y (r) = (Y1(r); Y2(r)) with assoiated random measures~�(r)[!℄ as in Theorem 3.2. By Theorem 3.2 it suÆes to show that, for M =M2(4=�),IP0n! 2 
 : (~�(1)[!℄; 0) 2Mo = 1 : (12)For this purpose we introdue a group of saling operators as follows. For every a > 0 and ! 2 
or ! 2 C3, we set (�a!)(t) = !(at)pa ; t � 0: (13)Reall the de�nition of 
0 from Setion 2. Let ! 2 
0 and a > 0. We laim that, for every pairS = (S1; S2), T = (T1; T2) of time vetors and every initial vetor x = (x1; x2) there is a familyf�y[x + �a!℄g satisfying the onditions (i) and (ii). Indeed, we pik the measures �y[!℄ withrespet to the time vetors aS = (aS1; aS2) and aT = (aT1; aT2), and we hoose�y[x+�a!℄(M) = 1pa �pay[pax+ !℄(aM) for every Borel set M � [S1; T1℄� [S2; T2℄ :Then the ontinuity (i) is learly satis�ed and, for all Borel funtions g : IR3 ! [0;1℄ andf : [S1; T1℄� [S2; T2℄! [0;1℄,Z g(y) Z f(t1; t2)�y[x+�a!℄(dt1; dt2) dy= 1pa Z g(y) Z f(t1=a; t2=a) �pay[pax+ !℄(dt1; dt2) dy= 1a2 Z g(y=pa) Z f(t1=a; t2=a) �y[pax+ !℄(dt1; dt2) dy= 1a2 Z aT1aS1 Z aT2aS2 f(s1=a; s2=a) g� (!1(s1) +pax1)� (!2(s2) +pax2)pa � ds2 ds1= Z T1S1 Z T2S2 f(s1; s2) g�(�a!1(s1) + x1)� (�a!2(s2) + x2)� ds2 ds1 ;whih proves property (ii).We an therefore de�ne the intersetion loal times ~�(r)[�a!℄ for all ! 2 
0 and a > 0.Observing that the last exit times satisfyXi(r)[�a!℄ = inf ns � 0 : j!i(as)j = paro = a�1Xi(par)[!℄13



and Yi(r)[�a!℄ = supns � 0 : j!i(as)j = paro = a�1Yi(par)[!℄ ;we get the following saling property~�(r)[�a!℄(B(0; r)) = 1pa �0[!℄�fat : �a!1(t1) 2 B(0; r)g�= 1pa �0[!℄�fs : !1(s1) 2 B(0;par)g�= 1pa ~�(par)[!℄(B(0;par)) : (14)We de�ne 
0 = ff : [0;1)! IR; f is monotonially inreasing and f(0) = 0gand denote by F 0 the �-algebra generated by the ylinder sets. We now let
1 = n! 2 
 : there is a > 0 suh that �a! 2 
0o � 
0 :This set is obviously a �-invariant set of full measure. Reall that �-invariane means that! 2 
1 implies �a! 2 
1 for every a > 0. It is lear that r ! ~�(r)[!℄(B(0; r)) is monotoniallyinreasing for all ! 2 
1 and hene, for every ! 2 
1, the funtion H[!℄ : r 7! ~�(r)[!℄(B(0; r))de�nes an element of 
0. Moreover, the mapping H : (
1;F1) ! (
0;F 0) is measurable, whereF1 denotes the restrition of F to 
1. De�ne a probability distribution IP0 on (
0;F 0) as thedistribution of the random funtion H, or more preisely, letIP0(A) = IP0(f! 2 
0 : H[!℄ 2 Ag) , for A 2 F 0:We now introdue a seond group of saling operators. For every a > 0 and f 2 
0, we set( ~�af)(r) = f(par)pa ; r � 0: (15)We also set �s = �exp(s); ~�s = ~�exp(s); �1 < s <1:(14) implies that ~�a(H!) = H(�a!) :This is the ow{homomorphism property, as it has been termed in [BF92, p119℄. By de�nition,�s = �exp(s) is a measure{preserving ow on (
1;F1; IP0). It is well known that this ow isergodi (in fat, this is the ergodiity of the Ornstein-Uhlenbek stationary proess). Hene, bythe above ow{homomorphism, ~�s = ~�exp(s) is also an ergodi ow on (
0;F 0; IP0). By Birkho�'sErgodi Theorem, for IP0-almost all f ,limR!1 1R Z R0 F (~��sf)ds = IE0F; (16)whenever F 2 L1(IP0), where IE0 denotes expetation with respet to IP0. We de�ne F (f) =f(1); f 2 
0. Then IE0F = Z
0 F (f)IP0(df) = Z
0 F (H[!℄)IP0(d!) = IEH(1):14



This value may be expliitly alulated using the formula for the total intersetion loal time inthe unit ball for two one-sided Brownian motions starting at the origin and running till in�nity,see [LG87, (2.)℄. Observe that in our ase we have to add the ontributions of the intersetionloal times of 4 pairs of one-sided Brownian motions.IEH(1) = 4 ZB(0;1) [G(0; y)℄2dy = 1�2 ZB(0;1) 1jyj2 dy = 4� ;where G(x; y) = 12�jx�yj is the potential kernel. Altogether we get, IP0-almost surely,lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" ~�(1)(B(0; r))r drr = limR!1 1R Z R0 H(e�s=2)e�s=2 ds = 4� ;whih is (12) and hene we obtain Theorem 1.1 by applying Theorem 3.2 to the set M2(4=�).To obtain the statement about the launarity distributions it suÆes, by Theorem 3.2 appliedto the set L2() with the appropriate hoie of , to onsider the limitlim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" Æn ~�(1)[!℄(B(0;r))r o drr :We hoose F�(f) = exp(��f(1)) in (16) and get, IP0-almost surely, for all rational � > 0,lim"#0 1log(1=") Z 1" expn� �~�(B(0; r))=ro drr = limR!1 1R Z R0 F�(~��s) ds = IE0F ;and by monotoniity this follows for all positive �. The ontinuity theorem for Laplae trans-forms now �nishes the proof of the onvergene of the launarity distributions of order two inthe ase of 3-spae.Remark. The method in this setion has also been used \dually" to prove a ertain growthondition of Brownian intersetion points in [NS97℄.5 Proofs for intersetions of Brownian paths in the planeThe arguments used in this setion are quite natural extensions of the arguments used in [M98b℄in the ase of oupation measure. We let X = (X1; : : : ;Xp) and Y = (Y1; : : : ; Yp) be given bythe hitting timesXi[!℄ = supnt < 0 : j!i(t)j = 1o and Yi[!℄ = inf nt > 0 : j!i(t)j = 1o :In order to prove Theorem 1.2 it remains to verify the ondition of Theorem 3.2 for the measures~� oming from this hoie of X and Y and the set M =M3(2p).For the moment �x a number b > 0 and de�ne an = e�bn. We de�ne the rossing numbersN i1(n) as the number of downward rossings of the interval (an; an�1) performed by the proessXt = jBit j for t � 0 before it �rst reahes the level 1. Analogously de�ne the rossing numbersN i2(n) as the number of downrossings of (an; an�1) for the proess Xt = jBi�tj for t � 0. Thenext lemma ollets the neessary fats about the behaviour of the rossing numbers.15



Lemma 5.1 (i) IP0-almost surely, for all (k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp,limn!1 1log n nXm=1 1m N1k1(m) � � �Npkp(m)mp = 1 :(ii) IP0-almost surely, limn!1 1n nXm=1X N1k1(m) � � �Npkp(m)mp fails to exist,where the (seond) summation is with respet to all (k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp.(iii) IP0-almost surely, limn!1 1logn nXm=1 1mÆf(N ij (m)=m:1�i�p ; 1�j�2)g= Z 10 � � � Z 10 Æf(aij :1�i�p ; 1�j�2)g pYi=1 2Yj=1 e�aij daij :Proof: This may be proved using the arguments in [M98b℄. There it is shown that, for all(k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp, 1 � i � p and � > 0,limm!1 IEnN iki(m)m o = 1 and limm!1 IEn exp�� �N iki(m)=m�o = 11 + � :By independene this shows that (i) holds in expetation. By Lemma 3.5 in [M98b℄, for alll � m > 0, we have l(m� 1) � IEfN iki(m)N iki(l)g � 2ml and1� m2l � IEnN iki(m)o IEnN iki(l)oIEnN iki(m)N iki(l)o � 1� ml :Using independene and taking p-th powers we get, for some onstant C > 0,1� m2l � IEnQpi=1N iki(m)o IEnQpi=1N iki(l)oIEnQpi=1N iki(m)N iki(l)o � 1� C � ml :From this we infer that, for some onstants Cp > 0 and Dp > 0,Varn 1log n nXm=1 1m N1k1(m) � � �Npkp(m)mp o � 2p+1C(log n)2 nXm=1 nXl=m 1ml ml � Cplog n and (17)Varn 1n nXm=1X N1k1(m) � � �Npkp(m)mp o � 2n2 nXm=2 nXl=m m2l � Dp : (18)Now we argue as in [M98b℄. From (17), Chebyshev's Inequality and the Borel-Cantelli Lemmawe infer that (i) holds for the subsequene nk = exp(k2). The monotoniity of the sum, together16



with the fat that limk!1 log(nk+1)= log(nk) = 1, then yield (i) for any sequene. For (ii) weobserve that, if the expression onverged, the limit would neessarily be equal to 2p by (i) andthe onsisteny of the averaging proedures. As we know from [M98b, Lemma 3.5℄ that thethird moments of the expression in (ii) are bounded, this would imply that the variane (18)onverges to 0, a ontradition to (18). Finally, to prove (iii), we reall from Lemma 4.1 in[M98b℄ that, for all �xed �i;j > 0,IEn exp(��i;kiN iki(m)=m)o IEn exp(��i;kiN iki(l)=l)oIEn exp(��i;kiN iki(m)=m) exp(��i;kiN iki(l)=l)o � 1� C � ml ;and we may argue as in the proof of (i) to get, for all rational �i;j > 0,limn!1 1log n nXm=1 1m expn� pXi=1 2Xj=1�i;jN ij(m)=mo = pYi=1 2Yj=1 11 + �i;j :The ontinuity theorem for Laplae transforms now implies (iii).In the next lemma we desribe the approximation of the intersetion loal time of small ballsby means of the rossing numbers, whih follows from the results of [LG87℄. The idea of ap-proximating oupation measure of planar Brownian motion in small balls by rossing numbersappeared already in [DR63℄. It was �rst used for intersetion loal times in [LG87℄.For every 0 < r � 1 we denote by A(r; eb) the expeted mass of B(0; r) indued by the interse-tion loal time of p independent Brownian paths started at independent uniformly distributedpoints on the unit sphere and stopped at their �rst hitting time of the sphere of radius eb.Lemma 5.2 IP1-almost surely,~��B(0; an)� = A(1; eb) � a2n �X pYi=1N iki(n) + o(npa2n) , as n!1, (19)where summation is with respet to all (k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp.Proof: Observe that we are dealing with altogether 2p Brownian motions fBitgt�0 and fBi�tgt�0for i = 1; : : : ; p. Contributions to the intersetion loal time ~�[!℄ ome from the (altogether 2p)p-tuples of paths with di�ering supersripts and ~�[!℄ is the sum of the ontributions of these p-tuples. Hene it suÆes for our proof to onsider a single suh tuple, say fBitgt�0 for i = 1; : : : ; p,and let �̂[!℄ = �Y [!℄0 [!℄.The following inequality is proved in [LG87, Lemma 7℄ for the ase b = log 2, it an be generalizedto arbitrary b > 0 without further e�ort: For some C > 0 we haveIEn� �̂(B(0; an))a2n �A(1; eb) pYi=1N i1(n)�4o � C � n4p�2 :It follows that 1Xn=1 IEn� �̂(B(0; an))a2nnp �A(1; eb) pYi=1 N i1(n)n �4o <1 ;17



from whih we infer that, IP0-almost surely,limn!1 �̂(B(0; an))a2nnp �A(1; eb) pYi=1 N i1(n)n = 0 ;and the desired result follows, as explained in the beginning, by summing the 2p ontributionsof this form.Lemma 5.3 For all 0 < r � 1 we have A(r; eb) = r2� � (b=�)p.Proof: We use the Wiener sausage approximation. By S we denote the unit sphere and by �the uniform distribution on S. In this proof we denote by Zi[x+!℄ the �rst hitting times of thesphere of radius eb by the Brownian motions x+ ! and denote the Wiener sausages bySi"[!; x℄ = ny 2 IR2 : inffjBis � yj : 0 � s � Zi[x+ !℄g � "o :For all 0 < r < 1, the formulae on p.115 of [LG87℄ show thatA(r; eb) = ZSp lim"#0 � log(1=")� �pIEn`2�S1" [!; x℄ \ : : : \ Sp" [!; x℄ \B(0; r)�o d�p(x1; : : : ; xp)= ZSp lim"#0 � log(1=")� �ph ZB(0;r) pYi=1 IP0(y 2 Si"[!; x℄) dyi d�p(x1; : : : ; xp)= ZSpZB(0;r) pYi=1Gb(xi; y) dy d�p(x1; : : : ; xp) ;where Gb(x; y) = 1� log � jebx� e�byjjx� yj �denotes the Green funtion for the Laplae equation with boundary value zero on the irle ofradius eb. To evaluate the integral, we di�erentiate��b ZS Gb(xi; y) d�(xi) = 1� ZS ��b log �jebxi � e�byj� d�(xi) = 1� ZS 1� je�2byj2je�2by � xij2 d�(xi) = 1� ;using the Poisson integral formula in the last step. Hene RS Gb(xi; y) d�(xi) = b=� for everyy 2 B(0; r) and we onlude thatA(r; eb) = ZB(0;r) pYi=1 ZS Gb(xi; y) d�(xi) dy = r2� � (b=�)p ;for all 0 < r < 1 and, letting r! 1, also for r = 1.Putting together the previous lemmas we ahieve the following approximation.18



Lemma 5.4 Let Æ > 0. Then we an �nd an arbitrarily small b > 0 suh that for an = e�bnand the orresponding rossing numbers fN ij(n)gn�1 there is, IP1-almost surely, an integer Nsuh that, for all an+1 � r � an and n > N ,(1� Æ)h 1(n+ 1)p �X pYi=1N iki(n+ 1)� Æi � ~�(B(0; r))r2�(log(1=r)=�)p � (1 + Æ)h 1np �X pYi=1N iki(n) + Æi ;where summation is with respet to all (k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp.Proof: Let Æ > 0 and �x b > 0 suh that e2b < 1 + Æ and e�2b > 1� Æ. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3we �nd, IP0-almost surely, an integer N suh that, for all n > N ,��� ~�(B(0; an))(bn=�)pa2n� � 1np �X pYi=1N iki(n)��� < Æ :We onlude that, whenever an+1 � r � an, then~�(B(0; r))r2�(log(1=r)=�)p � e2b � ~�(B(0; an))(bn=�)pa2n� � (1 + Æ) � � 1np �X pYi=1N iki(n) + Æ� :Analogously, we an prove the reverse estimate and we are done.To �nish the proof of Theorem 1.2, we hoose, for given Æ > 0, b as in Lemma 5.4 and pik forsmall " > 0 the index n suh that an+1 � " � an. Using Lemma 5.1(i) we get, IP0-almost surely,lim sup"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" ~�(B(0; r))r2�(log(1=r)=�)p drr log(1=r)� lim supn!1 1log log(1=an) nXk=1 Z akak+1 ~�(B(0; r))r2�(log(1=r)=�)p drr log(1=r)� limn!1 1 + Ælogn � nXk=1 1kX pYi=1 N iki(k)k �+ Æ � 2p � (1 + Æ) + Æ :Analogously, we get, IP0-almost surely,lim inf"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" ~�(B(0; r))r2�(log(1=r)=�)p drr log(1=r) � 2p � (1� Æ) � Æ :As Æ > 0 was arbitrary, the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 and hene the result of Theorem 1.2(b)follows.To show that the average densities of order two fail to exist, we argue by ontradition. Assumingthat, for some vetor x of initial points, the probability is positive that there is a set of positivemeasure suh that the average density of order two exists for all points from this set, we mayinfer from Theorem 3.2 for the set M =M 2 thatIP0n! : (~�[!℄; 0) 2Mo = 0 :19



In other words, the average density of order two of ~�[!℄ at 0 exists almost surely. By our previousresult and the onsisteny of averaging proedures this average density must be equal to 2p andin partiular it must be deterministi. We use the approximation of Lemma 5.4 and the fatthat, due to saling, the distribution of the rossing numbers is independent of the hoie ofb > 0 to infer that, IP0-almost surely,limn!1 1n nXm=1X pYi=1 N iki(m)m = 2p ;where summation is with respet to all (k1; : : : ; kp) 2 f1; 2gp. This is a ontradition toLemma 5.1(ii) and hene the proof of Theorem 1.2 is omplete.Finally, in order to prove Theorem 1.3, it suÆes, by applying Theorem 3.2 to the set L3(), toonsider the limit lim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" Æn ~�[!℄(B(0;r))r2 log(1=r) o drr log(1=r) :Using essentially the same line of argument as above, we apply the approximation given inLemma 5.4 and infer from the third part of Lemma 5.1(ii) that, P -almost surely,lim"#0 1log log(1=") Z 1=e" Æn ~�(B(0;r))r2�[log(1=r)=�℄po drr log(1=r) = Z 10 � � � Z 10 ÆfP a1k1���apkpg pYi=1 2Yj=1 e�aij daij :We �nally observe, from a substitution ai = ai1 + ai2, thatZ 10 � � � Z 10 ÆfP a1k1���apkpg pYi=1 2Yj=1 e�aij daij = Z 10 � � � Z 10 Æfa1���apg pYi=1 ai e�ai dai ;whih is the distribution of the produt of p independent gamma(2)-distributed random vari-ables. This �nishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.6 Open problems and remarks� As mentioned in the introdution, the lower density behaviour of the density funtionsof the intersetion loal time measures seems to be unknown. It would be interesting toompare a gauge funtion �p suh that0 < lim infr#0 �p(B(x; r))�p(r) <1 for �p-almost every x.with the gauge funtions  p for the upper hull behaviour and the gauge funtions 'p forthe average behaviour of r ! �p(B(x; r)). However, results of Le Gall and Taylor [LT87℄on the oupation measure ase p = 1 strongly suggest that for the intersetion loal timeof p independent Brownian paths in the plane no suh gauge funtion �p exists. In thisase it would be interesting to see an integral test as in [LT87℄.� In this paper we onentrate on the fratal geometry of the intersetions of independentpaths. Perhaps the more interesting objet is the set of multiple points of a single Brownianpath. The questions raised in this paper, however, do not make sense in this ontext, asthe anonial measure on this set, the self-intersetion loal time is not a loally �nitemeasure. It is unlear how the launarity of suh a set an be studied.20
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